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On the Realizability of Collaborative Services1
HUMBERTO NICOLÁS CASTEJÓN, GREGOR V. BOCHMANN, AND ROLV BRÆK
Abstract This paper considers compositional specifications of services using UML 2 collaborations, activity
and interaction diagrams, and addresses the realizability problem for such specifications: given a global
specification, can we construct a set of communicating system components whose joint behavior is precisely the
specified global behavior? We approach the problem by looking at how the sequencing of collaborations and
local actions may be described using UML activity diagrams. We identify the realizability problems for each of
the sequencing operators, such as strong and weak sequence, choice of alternatives, loops, and concurrency. The
nature of these realizability problems and possible solutions are discussed. This brings a new look at already
known problems: we show that given some conditions, certain problems can already be detected at an abstract
level, without looking at the detailed interactions of the collaborations, provided that we know the components
that initiate and terminate the different collaborations.
Keywords service composition, compositional specification of collaborations, realizability of distributed
implementations, distributed system design, design guidelines, deriving component behavior from global
specifications, workflow for collaborations, UML activity diagrams, service oriented architecture

1 Introduction
When developing distributed reactive systems there is a need to model behavior both from a
global system perspective and a local or component-wise perspective. In many cases the
behavior of services provided by a system is not performed by a single component, but by
several collaborating components. This has been recognized by several authors, such as [15],
[16] and [39], and is sometimes referred to as the “crosscutting” nature of services [25][40].
By “service” we here understand an identified functionality aiming to establish some desired
goals/effects among collaborating entities. The global perspective is needed to understand,
specify and analyze the collaborative behavior of services provided by a system, while the
local perspective is needed to precisely design the system and its components.
In the domain of distributed reactive systems, it has been common practice to model the
local perspective in terms of loosely coupled components modeled as communicating state
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machines [10][14], using languages such as SDL [32] and more recently UML state diagrams
[50]. This has helped to substantially improve quality and modularity, mainly by providing
means to define complex, reactive behavior precisely in a way that is understandable to
humans, as well as suitable for formal analysis and automatic generation of executable code.
The drawback of such an approach is that, while each individual component is defined
precisely and completely, the behavior of the services the components participate in gets
fragmented.
In the global perspective one seeks to define service behavior as precisely and completely
as possible. Interaction sequences, such as MSCs [33] and UML sequence diagrams [50], are
commonly used to describe global, collaborative behavior, and have proven to be very
valuable. In the domain of service oriented business systems, one also separates between
global and local behavior in a similar way. Here the global behavior is often referred to as
choreography [24], while the local behavior is called orchestration.
There are some well-known difficulties associated with global behavior models and their
relationship to local behaviors:
• Incompleteness. Due to the large number of interaction scenarios that are possible in
realistic systems, it is normally too cumbersome to define them all, and therefore only
typical/important scenarios are specified. The functionality required for the missing
scenarios is directly specified during component design without a global view of the
involved interactions.
• Realizability. A set of local component behaviors must be designed that realizes the
specified global behavior. Deriving the component behaviors from the global model
leads in many cases to a set of components whose local behavior is correct, but whose
joint global behavior is not always the specified one. The realizability problem has been
studied from different perspectives. For example, the authors of [5] and [56] address it
from the point of view of implied scenarios (i.e. unspecified scenarios that will be
generated by any set of components implementing the specified global scenarios),
while other authors have studied pathologies in interaction sequences that prevent their
realization (e.g. non-local choices [9]).
• Compositionality. Being able to define collaborative behavior in a compositional way
with clear mapping to compositional component designs.
We have found that the new collaboration concept introduced in UML 2.0 [51] is useful for
describing the global perspective of distributed services and approaching the abovementioned
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difficulties. UML collaborations are based on ideas that date back to before the UML era
[53][54] and model the concept of a service very nicely. They describe structures of
collaborating elements, called roles, each performing a specific function, which collectively
achieve a goal or accomplish some desired functionality [50].
An interesting feature of collaborations is that they allow a compositional specification of
services. Within a collaboration defining a service, the collaborations defining other services
may be referenced and used in the form of so-called collaboration-uses. Each collaborationuse specifies how the roles of the referenced collaboration are bound to the roles of the
containing collaboration. In the following, we will refer to a collaboration that references
other collaborations (via collaboration-uses) as a composite collaboration, and to the
referenced collaborations as sub-collaborations. We will refer to collaborations that do not
reference other collaborations as elementary collaborations2.
When decomposing collaborations structurally, it often turns out that the resulting
elementary collaborations are simple enough that their behavior may be completely defined
using, for example, a UML sequence diagram. The following question remains then: How
can we define the global behavior or choreography of a composite collaboration in terms of
the behaviors of its sub-collaborations (i.e. the global execution ordering of the subcollaborations)?
Several notations may be used to define a choreography. We have found UML 2 activity
diagrams to be a good candidate, as their semantics in terms of token flow rules enable most
of the activity orderings needed for the purpose, the concept of activity partitions may be
used to represent the collaboration roles, and hierarchical modeling is supported. We note,
however, that we use a slightly modified semantics for activity diagrams in order to
accommodate weak sequencing, as explained in Section 2.3.
This paper is concerned with the realization problems that may occur when a global
collaboration behavior, defined as a choreography of sub-collaborations, is mapped to the
local behaviors of distributed components interacting asynchronously using message passing.
Interestingly, the activity ordering (token flows) needed to define the choreography also
enables us to identify realizability problems and to classify their underlying reasons. Many of
these problems can be found by analyzing choreographies at the level of their definition in
terms of sub-collaborations without needing to look at the detailed behavior of those sub-
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collaborations. When this is not possible, potential problem spots can be pinpointed so that
detailed interaction analysis can focus on those.
In Section 2 we introduce the basic concepts for compositional collaboration modeling and
choreography, and present a case study. In Section 3 we present our results concerning
realizability. We review related work in Section 4 and conclude with a discussion of the
presented work and its possible applications in Section 5.

2 Using Collaborations to Model Services
In this section we introduce a telemedicine service and show how it can be modeled using
UML 2 collaborations and a choreography defined in the form of an activity diagram. We
discuss thereafter some issues concerning the triggering of collaborations. We conclude the
section with a discussion on the use of activity diagrams to describe collaboration
choreographies.

2.1 A case study: TeleConsultation
We consider as an example a telemedicine consultation service, in the following called
TeleConsultation. A patient is being treated over an extended period of time for an illness
that requires frequent tests and consultations with a doctor at the hospital to set the right
doses of medicine. The patient has been equipped with the necessary testing equipment at
home and a terminal with the necessary software. The patient will call the hospital on a
regular basis to consult with a doctor and have remote tests done. A consultation may
proceed as follows:
1. The patient uses the terminal to access a virtual reception desk at the hospital and to
request a consultation session with a doctor assigned to this kind of consultation.
2. If no doctor is available, the patient will be put on hold, possibly listening to music,
until a doctor is available. If the patient does not want to wait he/she may hang up (and
call back later).
3. When a doctor becomes available while the patient is still waiting, the doctor is
assigned to the patient.
4. A voice connection is established between the patient terminal and the doctor terminal
allowing the consultation to take place.
5. During the consultation the doctor may perform remote tests using the equipment
located at the patient’s site and a central data logging facility located at the hospital.
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The doctor evaluates the results and advises the patient about further treatment. Either
the doctor or the patient may end the consultation call.
6. After the consultation call is ended, the doctor may spend some time updating the
patient journal and doing other necessary work before signaling that he/she is available
for a new call. The doctor may signal that he/she is unavailable when leaving office for
a longer period, or going off-duty.
In the following sub-sections we discuss how the structure and behavior of the
TeleConsultation service can be modeled with the help of UML 2 collaborations, activity
diagrams and sequence diagrams.

2.1.1 Service structure: UML 2 Collaborations
UML 2 collaborations are well-suited to represent the structural aspects of services. They are
both structured classifiers and behaviored classifiers. As structured classifiers they define a
structure of roles, connectors and collaboration-uses. The latter represent occurrences of
collaborations in a given context and can be used to represent the sub-collaborations that take
place among the roles of a service. Figure 1 shows a collaboration describing the structure of
the TeleConsultation service, which consists of four roles (PatTrm, DocTrm, VRecDsk,
DataLogger) and seven collaboration-uses (rd:RequestDoc, w:Waiting, wd:Withdraw,
as:Assign, av:Available, u:Unavailable, c:Consultation) denoting the occurrence of subcollaborations among the roles. We note that we have chosen to keep the patient and the
doctor outside the collaboration, and let them be represented by their terminals (PatTrm,
DocTrm). This means that interactions across the user interfaces are not represented, only
what goes on between the two terminals, the virtual reception desk (VRecDsk) and the data
logger (DataLogger).
The collaboration-uses in the TeleConsultation collaboration (Figure 1) refer to
collaborations that are defined separately and then reused in the TeleConsultation service
(e.g. the Consultation collaboration is defined in Figure 4(a) and reused via the
c:Consultation collaboration-use). Each collaboration-use defines how the roles of the
referenced sub-collaboration are bound to the roles of the enclosing collaboration (e.g. the
diagram in Figure 1 specifies that the role pt of Consultation is bound to the role PatTrm of
TeleConsultation, so that PatTrm will behave as pt when involved in the Consultation subcollaboration).
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Figure 1. The TeleConsultation service as a UML 2 collaboration

We note that the “dots” and “squares” in the diagram of Figure 1 are not standard UML.
They have been used to indicate the initiating and terminating roles, respectively, of each
sub-collaboration3. A role is an initiating role of a collaboration C if it takes the initiative to
start the collaboration (i.e. the first local action it performs within C is not preceded by any
other local action within C (by any other role)). The terminating roles are defined similarly.
In the following, we will say that a role of a composite collaboration is the initiating (resp.
terminating) role of a sub-collaboration if it is bound to the initiating (resp. terminating) role
of that sub-collaboration.

2.1.2 Service behavior: Choreography
Given that elementary collaborations are defined using sequence diagrams, UML interaction
overview diagrams are a-priori good candidates to describe collaboration choreographies.
However, since interaction overview diagrams are rather loosely defined as a restricted form
of activity diagrams (although with different semantics), we prefer using the more general
activity diagrams for choreography description. Activity diagrams provide more general
forms of execution orders, such as interruptions and non-properly nested joins and forks.
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In order to allow UML compliant tools to use this notation, a UML “stereotype” can be introduced that refines “ConnectableElement”

with two Boolean attributes that, for each role involved in a collaboration, indicate whether the role is an initiating or terminating role of the
collaboration.
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They also allow representing roles as partitions, which is necessary to enable us to analyze
realizability at the level of a choreography (see Section 3).
The activity diagram in Figure 2 defines the global behavior for the TeleConsultation
collaboration using the following conventions:
• The activity nodes are CallBehaviorActions that invoke the behavior associated with a
collaboration type (i.e. an activity diagram or sequence diagram) made available via a
collaboration-use (in Figure 1). In addition, we assume that the behavior specification
of each collaboration has the same name as the collaboration itself (e.g. the behavior of
the Consultation collaboration is defined by an activity diagram with the same name –
see Figure 4(b)). In this way the diagram defines a choreography of, possibly nested,
collaboration behaviors. In Figure 2, the c.Consultation activity node is a
CallBehaviorAction invoking the Consultation behavior (see Figure 4(b)) defined in the
scope of the Consultation collaboration (see Figure 4(a)) and made available in
TeleConsultation via the c:Consultation collaboration-use.
• The participating roles are indicated by partitions of the activities (separated using
dashed lines)4.
• The initiating and terminating roles of the invoked collaborations are indicated using
dots and squares, respectively. As in the case of collaborations, this notation is not part
of UML activity diagrams, but may be provided by additional profiling.
Note how the diagram in Figure 2 defines the order of execution of the TeleConsultation’s
sub-collaborations in a visual way without going into the details of those sub-collaborations
and their message exchanges. Still, some realizability problems can already be detected from
the information that the diagram provides, as further discussed in Section 3. Also note that
while our use of UML activity diagrams is syntactically correct, we allow weak sequencing
semantics as further discussed in Section 2.3.
Finally, we mention that it is often useful to introduce variables that are used to define
guards for alternate choices or sub-activity invocations. They typically represent databases or
state variables and are important for the description of the overall system behavior. At the
early stages of development, these variables may be considered global variables (as in Use
Case Maps [6]). At the later stages, they must be allocated to particular system components
or replaced by other means of keeping the pertinent information.
4
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Figure 2. Choreography for the TeleConsultation collaboration

2.1.3 Adding tests to the TeleConsultation
During a consultation, the doctor may initiate and carry out some tests. Testing involves three
roles: a test unit (tu) at the patient site; a central data-logger (dl) at the hospital, and the
doctor terminal (dt). The Test collaboration and its choreography are shown in Figure 3.
We have now defined two separate collaborations TeleConsultation and Test without any
formal binding among them. This illustrates how collaborations can be used to define
services separately. An independently specified service collaboration may then be used in the
definition of another service collaboration by means of a collaboration-use. In the case of this
example, the Test shall be invoked as part of the Consultation. The definition of the latter
collaboration has therefore been refined to include Test as a sub-collaboration by means of
the t:Test collaboration-use (see Figure 4(a)). The choreography of Consultation has been
accordingly modified to invoke the behavior of Test in the appropriate order, as shown in
Figure 4 (b)5.
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Figure 3. The Test collaboration with choreography

Figure 4. Consultation with Test

2.2 Collaboration triggering
For each collaboration, we may identify a triggering event that leads to the execution of the
collaboration. Triggering events are always external to the collaboration that they trigger.
With composite collaborations, the triggering event of a sub-collaboration may be an event
generated in another sub-collaboration. For example, in the case of sequential execution of
two sub-collaborations, the triggering event of the second sub-collaboration is usually the
completion of a terminating action of the first sub-collaboration. In other cases, however, the
triggering event of a sub-collaboration may be external to the enclosing composite
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collaboration (i.e. the reception of an external input generated by actions in the environment
of the composite collaboration, or a time-out). Such environmental triggering events may
cause a role to initiate a sub-collaboration seemingly spontaneously and on its own initiative.
Environmental triggering events need not be specified explicitly, but the initiatives (i.e. the
seemingly spontaneous actions) that they cause need to be identified. This is important in
service modeling for three reasons: (1) most services and service features are initiated by
environmental initiatives; (2) they give rise to concurrency and potential conflicts; and (3)
they represent links with other specified collaborations or external entities outside the
specified system (e.g. users or external devices) that cause the triggering event. Initiatives of
different roles normally occur independently. They start threads of sequential behavior,
which execute (partly) in parallel with the behavior triggered by other initiatives. In the
TeleConsultation service, for example, the PatTrm and the DocTrm roles behave
concurrently and may take initiatives independently of each other. This is reflected by a
choreography (see Figure 2) with two concurrent parts that may be considered as different
views of the service; the PatTrm view and the DocTrm view. These are brought together and
coordinated during the Assign and Consultation collaborations.
We note that collaborations with more than one (non-alternative) initiating role may not be
so easy to realize if they are triggered by independent initiatives, and coordination between
the initiating roles is needed. As a general design guideline, it is therefore desirable to avoid
collaborations with multiple initiating roles as far as possible, although it cannot always be
avoided. Indeed, the existence of independent initiatives and the need for their coordination is
an essential property of the TeleConsultation service and many other services. Independent
initiatives may give rise to conflicts, if they are not properly coordinated. This will be
discussed further in Section 3.

2.3 Weak sequencing semantics
Sequential execution is a fundamental ordering constraint, which in the simplest case
specifies that a collaboration C2 is executed after a collaboration C1. In UML activity
diagrams, this can be modeled by drawing a flow edge from the activity node invoking C1 to
the node invoking C2. With the basic rules for sequential control flow, this implies that all
actions of C1 must be completed before any action of C2 may start. This is known as strong
sequencing. Sometimes, strong sequencing is more restrictive than necessary and weak
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sequencing is more appropriate, which means that any role involved in C2 may start
participating in that collaboration as soon as it has completed all its local actions for C1.
Weak sequencing is the nature of distributed systems, and is the default semantics for
sequential execution in notations such as High-Level Message Sequence Charts [33] and
UML Interactions (including interaction overview diagrams). In a collaboration with several
initiating roles, the different initiating roles may start the execution of their part of the
collaboration independently of one another, and therefore at different times. Also the
terminating actions of a collaboration with several terminating roles may be executed at
different times by the different roles. Therefore, we consider weak sequencing the normal
semantics for choreographies, while strong sequencing is a property that may emerge from
sufficient coordination through messages, which can either be part of the collaborations being
composed or be added upon composition to ensure the strong sequencing, if this is desired.
When using activity diagrams for describing the dynamic behaviors of choreographies, we
therefore use a semantics that differs from the standard UML semantics in the following
points:
1. In a collaboration with several initiating roles, the different initiating roles may start the
execution of their part of the collaboration independently of one another, and therefore
at different times. Similarly, the terminating actions of a collaboration may be executed
at different times.
2. Control flow edges between different activities have the meaning of weak sequencing6
(unless explicitly specified as strong sequence).

3 Analyzing the realizability of choreographies
In this section we consider choreographies describing the global behavior of composite
service collaborations (i.e. the global execution ordering of their sub-collaborations), as
discussed in Section 2. We then discuss the type of realizability problems that may arise
when trying to obtain distributed system designs realizing these choreographies. It turns out
that certain realizability difficulties can be identified by simply analyzing the execution order
of the sub-collaborations, if we have the knowledge about participating, initiating and
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We note that weak sequencing may in principle be described in standard UML activity diagrams with the help of streaming Parameters

(and pins), which allow an action execution to take inputs and provide outputs while it is executing. However, these are defined in the
CompleteActivities package, and are thus not applicable to UML Interactions. Therefore, streaming Parameters cannot be used when
invoking sequence diagrams via CallBehaviorActions.
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terminating roles. That is, there is no need to look into the detailed behavior, in terms of
message exchanges, of those sub-collaborations.
In the first subsection we define the concept of direct realization of a choreography and
discuss when a choreography is said to be directly realizable. In the subsequent subsections,
we discuss separately the analysis for the different ordering concepts that are used for
defining the order of execution of sub-collaborations, including sequential execution (strong
and weak sequencing), alternatives, concurrency, and interruption. These ordering concepts
are supported by many modeling languages, including UML activity and sequence diagrams,
Use Case Maps, BPEL and many others.
In the following, when discussing direct realizability for the choreography of a composite
collaboration, some conventions will be adopted:
• The term role will be used to denote the roles of the composite collaboration.
• The term collaboration will be used to denote the sub-collaborations of the composite
collaboration.
• We will say that a role of the composite collaboration participates in one of its subcollaborations if it is bound to any of the roles of the sub-collaboration, and that is the
initiating (resp. terminating) role of the sub-collaboration if it is bound to the initiating
(resp. terminating) role of the sub-collaboration.

3.1 Analysis framework
3.1.1 Realization of distributed system designs
Here we consider a straightforward approach to the realization of a distributed design from a
choreography specifying the global behavior of a composite collaboration, which we call
direct realization7. The direct realization assumes that there is one system component for
each collaboration role, whose dynamic behavior is modeled in terms of message receptions,
message sendings and local actions, and the order in which these actions may occur. The
dynamic behavior of each component is obtained by projecting the dynamic behavior of the
choreography onto the role played by the component (i.e. removing any action executed by
other roles). No extra coordination messages or attributes are added during the projection. We
call the set of system components obtained by direct realization a directly realized system.
We assume now that the dynamic behavior of the choreography is defined by an activity
7

Refer to [21] for a more formal approach
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diagram invoking sequence diagrams, and possibly other activity diagrams in a hierarchical
fashion, through so-called CallBehaviorActions (as described in Section 2). In order to
simplify the projection, we suggest obtaining first a flattened choreography. For this purpose,
we replace each CallBehaviorAction invoking an elementary sub-collaboration defined by a
sequence diagram by an activity diagram representing the sequence of local actions defined
by the sequence diagram. Each CallBehaviorAction invoking a composite sub-collaboration
is also replaced by a flattened activity diagram describing the sub-collaboration´s
choreography. The projection of this flattened global behavior, for a component realizing the
role R, can then be obtained by copying the flattened behavior definition and replacing each
send, receive or local action to be executed by a role different from R by “no operation”.
We note that the resulting activity diagram, representing the behavior of a given
component, may sometimes include a decision node were both alternatives start with the
reception of a message. The choice between these alternatives is in this case made by the first
message received. As explained in the definition of UML [50], a decision node may offer a
token to both alternatives, but the token may only be consumed by an alternative when the
token has been accepted by the first action of that alternative. We assume that an
AcceptEventAction only accepts a token when the corresponding message has already been
received; the execution of the AcceptEventAction corresponds then to the consumption of
that message.
We note, however, that the dynamic behavior for component designs is usually modeled by
state machines. Therefore, the activity diagram obtained by the above projection method may
be translated into an equivalent UML state machine. Such a translation is in most cases quite
straightforward if fork and join nodes in the activity diagram are well nested. In such a case
they can be translated into fork and join pseudo-states in the state machine, and the nodes
they enclose be placed in concurrent regions of a composite state (see [17]).

3.1.2 Realizability of choreographies
One may expect that the interworking of the components obtained by direct realization of a
choreography may lead to a global behavior that is identical to the behavior defined by the
choreography. Unfortunately, in many cases, the directly realized components may get stuck
while interacting with each other. Their interworking may also give rise to interaction
scenarios not foreseen by the specification. The problem of these implied scenarios was
originally studied for MSC-based specifications in [4]. This problem is, however, not unique
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to MSCs, but inherent to any specification language where the behavior of a distributed
system is described from a global perspective, while it is realized by loosely coupled
components with only local knowledge.
We consider in the following all possible execution traces. A trace is a sequence of
message send and receive actions, and other local actions, in the order in which they are
performed by the different components of the system during a particular execution. We say
that a trace is complete if the system execution ends in a global final state, that is, a system
state where each component is in a local state that can be accepted as final, and no message
remains in transit or in an input buffer.
We say that a choreography (or collaboration) is directly realizable if the following two
conditions are met:
(1) The set of complete traces generated by the directly realized system is equal to the set
of complete traces defined by the choreography.
(2) Each trace generated by the directly realized system can always be extended to a
complete trace.
The second condition implies that from any reachable system state (which was reached by
a particular execution sequence) a global final state can be reached (through the extended
complete trace). We say then that the system is stuck-free (see also [26] and [48]). This
condition rules out the following design flaws:
• Deadlock: A component in a non-final local state waits for a message that will never be
sent.
• Unspecified reception: A component receives a message for which there is no transition
to consume it in its current state.
• Orphan message: This is a special kind of unspecified reception where the execution
context for which this message was intended does not exist any more. This term was
introduced for object-oriented systems where the destination of a message is an object;
if the destination object is destroyed before the message arrives, the message becomes
an orphan.
In the following sections we will discuss under which circumstances a choreography is
directly realizable. We will discuss for each ordering concept what problems of direct
realizability may occur, how they may be detected, and what kind of additional mechanisms
could be introduced into the directly realized design model in order to assure that the
resulting behavior conforms to the choreography. These mechanisms include additional
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coordination messages, and additional parameters in the messages of the directly realized
design. Provided we know the initiating and terminating roles, we are in many situations able
to identify problems by looking only at the sub-collaboration ordering defined by the
choreography. In other cases, we are able to identify potential problems at the choreography
level, but need to consider detailed interactions of the sub-collaborations to see whether the
problems actually exist.

3.1.3 Message ordering
It is important to note that the question whether a choreography is directly realizable depends
not only on the ordering defined by the choreography, but also on the characteristics of the
underlying communication service that is used for the transmission of messages between the
different system components. Important characteristics of the communication service are the
type of transmission channels, and the type of input buffering at each component. We assume
that there is no message loss, and distinguish between channels with out-of-order delivery
(i.e. messages sent from a given source to a given destination may be received in a different
order than they were sent) and channels with in-order delivery. Concerning the input
buffering we distinguish between the following schemes of message reordering for
consumption:
• No reordering: Each component has a single FIFO buffer in which all received
messages are stored until they are processed. Messages are consumed in FIFO order.
• Reordering between sources: A component has separate FIFO buffers for messages
received from different source components, and may locally determine from which
source the next message should be consumed.
• Full reordering: A component may freely reorder received messages for consumption.

3.2 Sequential execution
3.2.1

Strong Sequence

Strong sequencing between two collaborations C1 and C2, written C1 o s C2 , requires C1 to be
completely finished for all its roles before C2 can be initiated. It requires a direct precedence
relation between the terminating actions of C1 and the initiating actions of C2, so that the
latter can only happen after the former are finished. The situation is particularly simple in the
case of a localized sequence as defined below.
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Definition 1 (localized sequence). A sequence C1 o C 2 is localized if all terminating actions

of C1 and all initiating actions of C2 are performed by the same role.
An example of a localized sequence can be found in the TeleConsultation service between
the collaborations DoTest and LogValues (see Figure 3(b)). We note that in the case of
localized sequences, there is no semantic difference between strong and weak sequencing.
We have the following proposition.
Proposition 1. A strong sequence of two directly realizable collaborations, C1 o s C2 , is

directly realizable iff it is localized.
Proof.8 (⇐) In order to prove that the sequence is directly realizable, we need to prove that
(1) its direct realization is stuck-free, and (2) the set of complete traces it defines is the same
as the set of complete traces generated by its realization. If the sequence is localized, then the
following property is true: (P) each role is completely finished in C1 before it sends or
receives any message in C2 . Since C1 and C2 are both directly realizable, a role behavior
may only get stuck if either there is a race and it receives a message from C2 , while still
participating in C1 , or if it receives an orphan message from C1 while already participating in

C2 . However, due to P, neither of these cases is possible, which proves (1). The traces
specified by the choreography will always be generated by the realized system (as a result of
the direct realization algorithm). Due to P, it is easy to see that all traces generated by the
realization will also be specified by the choreography, since every role will always execute
all events of C1 (in the specified order, since it is directly realizable) before any event of C2.
This proves (2). Proving the other direction of the clause (⇒) is easy by contradiction
assuming that the composition is not localized. (End of proof)
Note that the localization property of a sequence can be checked at the choreography level,
that is, by considering just the initiating and terminating roles (without the detailed behavior)
of the collaborations.
We note that the proposed semantics for choreography graphs considers any sequence to be

weak by default (see next sub-section). A designer may still tag an edge in the choreography
graph as “strong”. An analysis tool could then check whether the sequence defined by the

8
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edge is localized and therefore strong and directly realizable. If not, coordination messages
could be automatically added by a synthesis algorithm [11] from the terminating roles of the
preceding collaboration to the initiating roles of the succeeding collaboration.

3.2.2 Weak Sequence
Weak sequencing of two collaborations C1 and C2, written C1 o w C2 , basically requires each
role in C2 to be completely finished with C1 before it may initiate participation in C2. This
means that the actions in the two collaborations are sequenced on a per-role basis. This
corresponds to the semantics of MSCs and UML Interaction diagrams.
Weak sequencing introduces implicit concurrency between the composed collaborations,
since their actions may partially overlap. Although such concurrency may be desirable for
performance or timing reasons, it comes at a price, since it may lead to specifications that are
counter-intuitive and/or not directly realizable. Consider, for example, the sequence of the
collaborations in the Test choreography (see Figure 3). According to the basic weak sequence
semantics, role DocTrm (acting as role dt) may initiate collaboration GetValues as soon as it
has finished with DoTest. As a result, collaborations LogValues and GetValues may be
executed in any order in the directly realized system. This is not only counter-intuitive to the
specification, which we assume reflects the designer’s intention (i.e. GetValues should be
executed after LogValues, with some allowed overlapping), but may also lead to realizability
problems. Note that the sequence LogValues o w GetValues has two initiating roles, that is,

TestUnit and DocTrm, which may be executed concurrently. As a guideline, such initial
concurrency should be avoided in order to ensure some causality between initiatives. This is
ensured by the following property.
Definition 2 (weak-causality). A weak sequence of two collaborations, C1 o w C2 , is weaklycausal if each initiating role of C2 participates in C1.
This property can be checked at the collaboration level. We note that weak-causality is
enforced in the so-called local-HMSCs of [27].
Consider now the sequence diagram in Figure 5, which relates to the choreographies of

Test (Figure 3b) and Consultation (Figure 4b). It is easy to see that the sequence between Test
and CallDisconnect is weakly-causal, but not directly realizable. The PatTrm role may
initiate CallDisconnect just after receiving the message ack in Test. Therefore, the actions
initiated by PatTrm in CallDisconnect may overlap with the actions in Test that follow the
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reception of message ack. For example, message disc may be received at DocTrm before the
message report. This message reception order has not been explicitly specified, and is
therefore an implied scenario. Note that such problems may only occur when a role (here

DocTrm) participates in two consecutive collaborations and plays a non-initiating role in the
second one. This fact is summed up by the following proposition.

Figure 5. Sequence diagram showing the sequence of Test and CallDisconnect

Proposition 2. A weakly-causal sequence of two directly realizable collaborations, C1 o w C2 ,

is directly realizable if no role participating in C1 participates in C2 as a non-initiating role.
Proof. Given the condition in the proposition, let us first prove the following property (P):
each role is completely finished in C1 before it sends or receives any message in C2 . There
are two possible cases. The one where a role does not participate in C1 is trivial. In the other
case, where a role p participates in both C1 and C2 , p is initiating and will therefore always
begin its participation in C2 with a message sending. The direct realization algorithm ensures
that such message sending will never happen until p has executed all actions in C1 . And since

C2 is directly realizable, any other actions performed by p in C2 will also always happen
after p is finished with C1 , which proves P. Considering this property, and following the
same reasoning used in the proof of Proposition 1, we can easily prove that the direct
realization of the sequence is stuck-free and it generates a set of complete traces equal to the
ones defined by the sequential choreography. (End of proof)
Proposition 2 can be easily checked at the choreography level and represents a situation
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where weak sequencing is unproblematic (e.g. given that RequestDoc and Assign are directly
realizable, their weakly-causal sequencing in the choreography of Figure 2 is directly
realizable according to Proposition 2). We note, however, that the condition required by
Proposition 2 may be too restrictive in many applications. If such condition is not respected
(i.e. there are roles participating in C2 as non-initiating roles that also participate in C1, such
as in the sequence RequestDoc and Waiting in Figure 2), messages may be received in a
different order than specified by the choreography. In the literature about MSCs, this
situation is usually called a race condition [2]. In general, a race condition can occur when
the specification requires a receiving event to happen after another event, and both events are
performed by the same component. The reason lies in the controllability of events. While a
component can control when its sending events should happen, it cannot control the timing of
its receiving events. The actual occurrence of races highly depends on the underlying
communication service being used. Channels with in-order delivery prevent races in the
communication between a given pair of roles, but do not prevent races when more than two
roles are involved.
A stronger property that helps to reduce the number of races and facilitates their detection
is send-causality, which requires all sending events to be totally ordered.
Definition 3 (send-causal sequence). A weak sequence C1 o w C2 is send-causal if the role

initiating C2 is either the terminating role of C1 or the role that performs the last sending
event of C1.
We note that, for the sake of simplicity, Definition 3 assumes that each collaboration has
only a single initiating event and a single last sending event, but the definition could be easily
generalized to consider multiple ones.
Definition 4 (send-causal collaboration). A collaboration C is send-causal if:

1) C is a single message transmission, or
2) C = C1 o w C2 , where C1 and C2 are send-causal collaborations, and the weak

sequencing is send-causal.
Note that the collaboration C is introduced here as a kind of bracketing for the purpose of
defining sequences of collaborations and for analyzing such sequences. It is not to be
understood as composition of activity diagrams in general. We assume that such composition
is done already in the given collaborations and activity diagrams that we analyze.
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It has been shown in [20] that when send-causality is enforced, races may only occur
between two or more consecutive receiving events (i.e. not between a sending event and a
receiving event). This is captured by the following proposition.
Proposition 3. In a send-causal collaboration, race conditions are only possible between two

events performed by a role if both of them are receiving events and the role does not perform
any sending event between them.
Lemma 1. In a send-causal collaboration using a communication service with in-order-

delivery, races are only possible among messages sent by different roles.
Given Proposition 3, it is clear that if a sequence C1 o w C2 is send-causal, a potential race

condition exists for a role p if the last action it executes in C1 is a message reception (i.e. p is
a terminating role in C1) and the first action it plays in C2 is another message reception (i.e. p
is a non-initiating role in C2). Whether the potential race condition is an actual race or not
depends on the underlying communication service, and on whether messages are received
from the same or from different roles. For example, in the TeleConsultation service, the
collaborations Available and Assign are composed in weak sequence (see Figure 2). Role

DocTrm plays a terminating role in Available, while it plays a non-initiating role in Assign.
Therefore, a potential race condition exists at DocTrm between the receptions of the last
message in Available and the first message in Assign. Since both messages have the same
source (i.e. VRecDsk), this race can only occur in the case of out-of-order delivery. Note that
we can identify this potential race simply by considering the initiating and terminating roles
in the choreography in Figure 2.
Proposition 4. A send-causal sequence of two directly realizable collaboration, C1 o w C2 , is

directly realizable
•

over a communication service with in-order delivery if whenever a role plays a
terminating role in C1 and a non-initiating role in C2, then the last message it receives
in C1 and the first one it receives in C2 are sent by the same peer role; or

•

over a communication service with out-of-order delivery only if no role plays a
terminating role in C1 and a non-initiating role in C2.

Proof. Given the conditions in the proposition, let us first prove the following property (P):
each role is completely finished in C1 before it sends or receives any message in C2 . We
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have to consider only two cases: (1) a role p plays a non-terminating role in C1 (i.e. ends with
a sending) and a non-initiating role in C2; and (2) a role p plays a terminating role in C1 and a
non-initiating role in C2. The other cases are covered by Proposition 3 (since send-causality
implies weak-causality). For case (1), we note that since the sequence is send-causal and C1
is directly realizable, C1 must be send-causal. Then, the last sending by p in C1 will always
happen before the first sending in C2 and, thus, before the first reception by p in C2, and
before any other action by p in C2 (due to direct realizability of C2). For case (2), the
condition in the proposition ensures that there is no race between the last reception by p in C1
and its first reception in C2; and given that C1 and C2 are directly realizable, this guarantees
that p is finished with C1 before it sends or receives any message in C2 , which proves P.
Considering this property, and following the same reasoning used in the proof of Proposition
1, we can easily prove that the direct realization of the sequence is stuck-free and it generates
a set of complete traces equal to the ones defined by the choreography. (End of proof)
In order to check Proposition 4, we need to identify the role that sends the last message of

C1 and the first message of C2. This is straightforward in the case of binary collaborations, if
we know which roles play the initiating and terminating roles (as in the aforementioned case
of the sequence of Available and Assign). Thus, for binary collaborations, Proposition 4
allows us to determine whether their sequence is directly realizable and identify actual races
at the choreography level, without considering their detailed behaviors. In the case of n-ary
collaborations, we can still perform the same early analysis, but only potential races may be
discovered. That information could then be used to direct the detailed analysis of the
behavioral specification (i.e. the choreography). For example, looking at the choreography in
Figure 4b, we can see that pt plays a terminating role in CallSetup and a non-initiating role in

Test. In the case of out-of-order delivery, Proposition 4 tells us that there is a race at pt.
However, in the case of in-order delivery, we can only determine that there is a potential race,
but without knowing whether the first message that pt receives in Test is sent by dt or dl, we
cannot conclude whether the race can actually occur.
One of our motivations is to provide guidelines for constructing specifications with as few
conflicts as possible, and whose intuitive interpretation corresponds to the behavior allowed
by the underlying semantics. We therefore propose, as a general specification guideline, that
all elementary collaborations be send-causal. Weak sequencing of collaborations should also
be send-causal, unless there is a good reason to relax this requirement. In the following we
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assume that all elementary collaborations are send-causal.

3.2.3 Sequences Combining Strong and Weak Steps
In the previous sub-sections we have considered sequences of just two collaborations. In
practice, choreographies describe longer sequences where some sequencing steps may be
weak and other steps strong. The overall behavior described by such sequences and their
realizability depends on the order in which the weak and strong sequences are combined (i.e.
on whether priority is given to weak sequencing or to strong sequencing) [41]. Consider, for
example,

the

sequence

Consultation o w Available o s Unavailable

described

by

the

TeleConsultation choreography (assuming the sequencing between Available and
Unavailable was specified as strong) (see Figure 2). If priority is given to strong sequencing
over

weak

sequencing,

the

meaning

of

the

sequence

is

Consultation o w ( Available o s Unavailable) . That means that only the Available collaboration
is required to be completely finished before Unavailable is initiated. Since Available is
terminated by the same role that initiates Unavailable, the specified strong sequencing is
directly realizable. If, on the contrary, priority is given to weak sequencing over strong
sequencing,

the

meaning

of

the

sequence

becomes

(Consultation o w Available) o s Unavailable . Now, both Consultation and Available are
required to be completely finished before Unavailable is initiated. This strong sequencing is
however not directly realizable, since in those cases where PatTrm executes the last action of

Consultation, that collaboration may still not be finished before Unavailable is initiated. In
this paper we assume that priority is given to strong sequencing, that is, that given any two
collaborations directly connected by a strong sequence link in a choreography, the localized
property is only required for the sequence of those two collaborations.
We also note that when dealing with sequences of more than two collaborations race
conditions may not only appear between directly sequenced collaborations, but also between
collaborations that are not in direct sequence. This is because a role in a collaboration that is
weakly sequenced may remain active during several succeeding collaborations. This
“propagation” of weak sequencing makes it more difficult to avoid races. Consider the
sequence RequestDoc o w Assign o w Consultation defined by the choreography of the

TeleConsultation service (see Figure 2). Looking at each of the two weak sequence steps
separately does not reveal any direct realizability problem (i.e. there are no races between

RequestDoc and Assign or between Assign and Consultation). However, there is a race
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condition between RequestDoc and Consultation for the PatTrm role. In this case, it is the
weak sequencing between RequestDoc and Assign that makes such race possible. Indeed, the

PatTrm role may still be active in RequestDoc (i.e. not finished) when Assign is initiated, and
since PatTrm does not participate in Assign, it may still be active when Consultation is
initiated. We therefore say that there is indirect weak sequencing between RequestDoc and

Consultation, which may lead to races, such as in this example. Thus, when analyzing the
direct realizability of a sequence of more than two collaborations, it is not sufficient to check
the direct realizability of each pair of directly sequenced collaborations, but we also need to
look for races due to indirect weak sequencing. Although Propositions 1, 2 and 4 only
consider sequences of two collaborations, and do not therefore take into account indirect
weak sequencing, we can still use the results of those propositions in an incremental way.
Since weak sequencing is associative9, given a weak sequence C1 o w C2 K o w Cn (n>2) of
directly realizable collaborations, we may choose any sub-sequence Ci o w Ci +1 of two
adjacent collaborations and use Proposition 2 or 4 to check its realizability. We may then
consider this sub-sequence as a new collaboration, replace the latter in the original sequence,
thus reducing its length by one, and repeat the process. The set of initiating roles of the new
collaboration would be the union of the initiating roles of Ci and the initiating roles of Ci+1
that do not participate in Ci. Similarly, the set of its terminating roles would be the union of
the terminating roles of Ci+1 and the terminating roles of Ci that do not participate in Ci+1.
For sequences where some sequencing steps are weak and others are strong, and given that
strong sequencing has priority (as discussed above), we could use a similar approach where
we first check all the strong sequencing steps using Proposition 1, and thereafter the weak
sequencing steps as explained above.

3.2.4 Resolution of Race Conditions
Race conditions can be resolved in several ways. Some authors [22][45] have proposed
mechanisms to automatically eliminate race conditions by means of synchronization
messages. We note that when the send-causality property is satisfied, a synchronization
message should be used to transform the weak sequencing leading to the race into strong
sequencing. If synchronization messages are added in other places, new races may be
introduced. For example, in the TeleConsultation service (see Figure 2) the race condition
9

The associativity of weak sequencing has been proved, for example, in [29] with respect to a trace-based semantics. A similar result

could be obtained for weak sequencing in the context of this paper.
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between RequestDoc and Consultation for role PatTrm may be eliminated by introducing
strong sequencing between RequestDoc and Assign.
Other authors (e.g. [37],[47]) tackle the resolution of race conditions at the design and
implementation levels. They differentiate between the reception and consumption of
messages. This distinction allows messages to be consumed in an order determined by the
receiving component, independently of their arrival order. In general, this reordering for
consumption may be implemented by first keeping all received messages in a (unordered)
pool of messages. When the behavior of the component expects the reception of one or a set
of alternative messages, it waits until one of these messages is available in the message pool.
Khendek et al. [37] use the SDL Save construct to specify such message reordering. This
technique can be used to resolve races between messages received from the same source (i.e.
in the case of channels with out-of-order delivery), as well as races between messages
received from different sources. It corresponds to the full reordering for consumption
capability mentioned in Section 3.1.3. Finally, races may also be eliminated if an explicit
consumption of messages in all possible orders is specified (i.e. similar to co-regions in
MSCs). We note that in the presence of choices, message reordering may only be possible if
the messages to be reordered are marked with the id of the collaboration instance that they
belong to (see Section 3.3.3).
We believe that the resolution of races heavily depends on the specific application domain
and requirements, as well as on the context in which they happen. In some cases the addition
of synchronization messages is not an option, and a race has to be resolved by reordering for
consumption. In other cases, such as when races lead to race propagation problems (see
Section 3.3), a strict order between receptions is required, so components should be
synchronized by extra messages. At any rate, all race conditions should be brought to the
attention of the designer once discovered. She could then decide, first, whether the detected
race entails a real problem (e.g. there is no race at PatTrm between RequestDoc and

Consultation if all channels have the same latency). Then, she could decide whether
reordering for consumption is acceptable or synchronization messages need to be added or
the specification has to be revised.
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3.3 Alternatives
We consider here the case that at some point of the execution of a choreography, a choice
exists between two or more alternative collaborations. Such choices are specified by means
of decision nodes, and lead to different execution paths.
In a choice, one or more choosing roles decide the alternative to be executed, based on the
(implicit or explicit) conditions associated with the alternatives. These roles are initiating
roles. The other non-choosing roles involved in the choice follow the decision made by the
choosing roles (i.e. execute the alternative chosen by the latter). These roles are non-initiating
roles. It is thus important that:
1. The choosing roles, if several, agree on the alternative to be executed. We call this the
decision-making process.
2. The decision made by the choosing roles is correctly propagated to the non-choosing
roles. We call this the choice-propagation process.
In the following we study how each of these aspects affect the direct realizability of a
choice. We note that a choice can be seen as a sequence with one inlet and a set of alternative
outlets. The propositions and guidelines for sequencing, given in the previous section, apply
to each path through the choice. However, we will see how the choice-propagation process
affects the resolution of races.
We assume that the collaborations in each path of the choice are weakly-causally
sequenced, and therefore consider that the set of choosing roles is the union of the initiating
roles of all collaborations directly connected to the decision node.

3.3.1 Decision-making Process
We may distinguish the following situations:
1. The enabling conditions of the alternative collaborations are mutually exclusive; only
one of the collaborations can be initiated.
2. The enabling conditions of several alternative collaborations could be true; if the
initiating roles of these collaborations are different and there is no coordination
between them, several alternatives may be initiated concurrently. We call this situation

mixed initiatives. In many cases this is due to uncoordinated external triggering events,
represented by independent initiatives in the collaborations. We distinguish the
following two sub-cases:
a. The alternative collaborations have different goals; only one of them should
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succeed. We call this situation competing initiatives.
b. The alternative collaborations have the same goal; there is no conflict between
them at the semantic level, however, there is a conflict at the level of message
exchanges. Example: the PatTrm and DocTrm roles simultaneously initiate the

CallDisconnect collaboration during the Consultation collaboration, see Figure 4
and Figure 5. We call this situation mixed initiatives with common goals.
Local Choice. Deciding the alternative collaboration to be executed becomes simple if there
is only one choosing role, and the enabling conditions and triggering events of all alternative
collaborations are local to that role (i.e. they are expressed in terms of observable predicates,
and events). Choices with this property are called local. It is easy to see that the decisionmaking process of local choices is directly realizable, since the decision is made by a single
role based only on its local knowledge.
Non-local choice. Choices involving more than one choosing role are usually called nonlocal choices [9]. They are normally considered as pathologies that can lead to
misunderstanding and unspecified behaviors, and algorithms have been proposed to detect
them in the context of HMSCs (e.g. [9], [31]). Despite the extensive attention they have
received, there is no consensus on how they should be treated. We believe this might be due
to a lack of understanding of their nature. Some authors (e.g. [9]) consider them as the result
of an under-specification and suggest their elimination. This is done by introducing explicit
coordination as a refinement step towards the design. Other authors look at non-local choices
as an obstacle for realizability and propose a restricted version of HMSCs, called local

HMSCs [27][30], that forbid non-local choices. Finally, there are authors [28][46] that
consider non-local choices to be inevitable in the specification of distributed systems with
autonomous processes. They propose to address them at the design level, and propose a
generic implementation approach for non-local choices.
A non-local choice shows up at the choreography level as a choice where the alternative
collaborations have different initiating roles. We may avoid the problem of mixed initiatives
by coordinating these initiating roles (e.g. either with additional messages or with additional
message contents). This would make the choice local in practice. Unfortunately, such
coordination is not always feasible. If the alternative collaborations are triggered by
independent external events (represented by independent initiatives), we call the choice an
initiative choice. In these choices the occurrence of mixed initiatives is unavoidable. This is
the case for a non-local choice in the TeleConsultation service: after the execution of
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Available, there is a choice between Assign, which is initiated by the VRecDsk role, and
Unavailable, which is initiated by DocTrm (see Figure 2). The events that trigger the
execution of these collaborations come from the end-users (i.e. the actual patient, who
triggers the RequestDoc collaboration, which in turn triggers Assign; and the actual doctor),
which operate independently and are not coordinated. It makes little sense to coordinate the
components playing the PatTrm and DocTrm roles in order to obtain a local choice, since this
would imply the coordination of the end-users’ initiatives. Such non-local choice is simply
unavoidable. It is an initiative choice.
Any role involved in two or more alternatives of an initiative choice may be potentially
used to detect a mixed initiative and initiate the resolution. For such roles, the mixed
initiatives reveal themselves in the role behavior as choices between the reception and the
sending of a message, or between the receptions of two messages from different peers. In
cases where alternative collaborations with different choosing roles have no common roles,
an arbiter role should be introduced. Such arbiter role would act as an intermediary between
the choosing and non-choosing roles, and could detect a mixed initiative conflict.
Situations of initiative choices were discussed by Gouda et al. [28] and Mooij et al. [46].
These authors propose some resolution approaches. In the domain of communication
protocols, Gouda et al. [28] propose a resolution approach for two competing alternatives (i.e.
two choosing components), which gives different priorities to the alternatives. Once a
conflict is detected, the alternative with lowest priority is abandoned. With motivation from a
different domain, where Gouda’s approach is not satisfactory, Mooij et al. [46] propose a
resolution technique that executes the alternatives in sequential order (according to their
priorities), and is valid for more than two choosing components. We conclude that the
resolution approach to be implemented depends on the specific application domain. We
therefore envision a catalog of domain specific resolution patterns from which a designer
may choose the one that better fits the necessities of her system. We note that any potential
resolution should also address the problem of orphan messages (see Section 3.5), which is not
considered in either [28] or [46].

3.3.2 Choice-propagation
The decision made by the choosing role must be properly propagated to the non-choosing
roles, in order for them to execute the right alternative. In each alternative path, the behavior
of a non-choosing role begins with the reception of a sequence of messages, which we call
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the triggering trace (in most cases, a single message). Thereafter, the role may send and
receive other messages. It is the triggering trace that enables a non-choosing role to determine
the alternative collaboration selected by the choosing role(s). In some cases, however, a nonchoosing role may not be able to determine the decision made by the choosing role. As an
example, we consider the local choice in Figure 6. For the role R3, the triggering traces for
both alternatives are the same (i.e. the reception of message x). Therefore, upon reception of

x, R3 cannot determine whether R1 decided to execute collaboration C1 or C2. That is, R1’s
decision is ambiguously propagated to R3. We say a choice has ambiguous propagation if
for some non-choosing role the triggering trace of one alternative is a prefix of the triggering
trace of another alternative (or if they are identical). Note that if the triggering traces of two
alternatives have a common prefix but differ in the suffix part (sometimes called initial
ambiguous propagation), the non-choosing role may still make the right choice by delaying
the decision until a complete triggering trace had been received. However, in a direct
realization the role would have to make the decision after the reception of the first message.
C1
R1

C2

R2
a

R3
x

b

R1

R2
c

R3
x

d

Figure 6. Choice with ambiguous propagation

Choices with ambiguous propagation are not directly realizable. They are similar to the
non-deterministic choices defined in [47]. Unfortunately, ambiguous propagation cannot be
detected at the choreography level as it depends on the detailed interactions of the
collaborations. In order to avoid ambiguous propagation, [11] suggested the introduction of a
message parameter that indicates to which branch of the choice the message belongs.
If any of the alternative paths contains a weak sequence with a race condition, the race may
make the choice-propagation ambiguous. Consider, for example, the local choice between

DoTest and GetValues in the choreography of the Test collaboration in Figure 3. Since the
sequencing between LogValues and GetValues is not weakly-causal, a race exists for the

DataLogger role between the reception of message logValues and the reception of message
query, which allows for the scenario depicted in Figure 7(a). In that scenario, the choosing
role of the choice (i.e. DocTrm) decides to execute DoTest and LogValues the first time it
reaches the choice, and GetValues the second time it passes through the choice. The

DataLogger role should do the same, but it receives the query message from the GetValues
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collaboration before the logValues message from the LogValues collaboration. As a result,

DataLogger decides to execute the GetValues collaboration the first and only time it reaches
the choice. This example shows that in the presence of race conditions the triggering trace

observed by a non-choosing role may differ from the specified one. Therefore, whenever race
conditions may appear in any of the alternative paths, we need to consider the potentially
observable triggering traces in the analysis of choice propagation. We say a choice has race
propagation if there is ambiguous propagation due to races. Choices with race propagation,
which are similar to the race choices defined in [47], are not directly realizable.
Choices without ambiguous or race propagation are said to have proper decision
propagation. These choice propagations are directly realizable.
sd A possible scenario
Data
Logger

PatTrm

DocTrm
doTest(dt1.1)
DT1.1

logValues(lv1.1)
ack(lv1.1)

LV1.1
doTest(dt1.2)
query(gv1.2)

Orphan
message

GV1.1

DT1.2

logValues(lv1.2)

report(gv1.2)
LV1.2

ack(lv1.2)

DT2.1

doTest(dt2.1)
LV2.1

logValues(lv2.1)
ack(lv2.1)

query(gv2.1)
report(gv2.1)

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. (a) Behavior implied by the choreography of Test (see also Figure 5); (b) Unfolding of the choreography of Test (see Figure 3)

3.3.3 Resolution of Race Propagation
To resolve the problem of race propagation we need to resolve the race(s) that lead to it. If we
try to do it by means of message reordering for consumption (e.g. by means of separate input
buffers), the race propagation problem may still persist. This is because, in general, a role
would not be able to determine whether a received message should be immediately consumed
as part of one alternative, or be kept for later consumption in another alternative, as illustrated
by the race propagation in Figure 7(a). To make the message reordering work, we need to
mark the messages with the identifier (id) of the collaboration instance they belong to. In
order to obtain such an id, we need to unfold the branches of the choice in the choreography
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graph, so that they do not share any activity. Then, we need to assign a different id to each
activity referring to the same collaboration. When loops are involved, we need to consider the
number of iterations of the loop in order to create the collaboration ids. Figure 7(b) illustrates
the unfolding of the choice between the DoTest and GetValues collaborations in Figure 3, and
a possible assignment of distinct collaboration ids. In this case, a nested numbering of
collaborations has been used due to the presence of nested loops. By labeling messages with
these ids, the scenario in Figure 7(a) could be avoided. Upon reception of the first query
message, with label gv1.2, the DataLogger role could determine whether it should consume it
right away (if it had already received all logValues messages sent by PatTrm), or whether it
should keep it in the buffer until one or more logValues messages were received.
In [27] the realizability of local-HMSCs is studied. The authors propose to implement the
behavior of each role by means of a simple linear algorithm that marks messages with the id
of the HMSC node they belong to. This is basically the same idea that we have just discussed
for the resolution of race propagation. The authors do not explain, however, the need of
different ids for different occurrences of the same HMSC node, neither how such unique ids
may be achieved. Moreover, they propose to mark all messages, and not only those involved
in a race propagation, which unnecessarily increases the complexity of the role behaviors. By
explicitly detecting the cases of race propagation, we can decide upon the optimal resolution,
and only mark affected messages if reordering for consumption is the chosen solution.

3.4 Merge
When two or more preceding flows merge into a single successor flow, this may be seen as a
set of sequences where each preceding flow is composed with the succeeding flow. The
propositions and guidelines for sequencing given in Section 3.2 apply to each path through
the merge.

3.5 Loop
Loops can be used to describe the repeated execution of one or more collaborations, which
we call the body of the loop. A loop can be seen as a shortcut for a strong or weak sequence
of several executions of the same body, combined with a choice and a merge (see e.g. Figure
3). This means that the rules for strong/weak sequencing with choices and merges must be
applied. We note that all executions of a loop involve the same set of roles. This fact makes
the chances for races high when weak sequencing is used, even though the weak-causality
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property is always satisfied. Strong sequencing should therefore be preferred in loops. When
strong sequencing is specified between any two executions of the body (e.g. to be sure that
one iteration is completely finished before the next one starts), the body should be initiated
and terminated by the same role. When send-causal weak sequencing is specified, the role
initiating the body should be the one sending or receiving the last message exchanged in the
body. It should also be the one initiating the first collaboration after the loop, in order to
avoid a non-local choice.
Loops may give rise to so-called process divergence [9], characterized by a role sending an
unbounded number of messages ahead of the receiving role. This may happen with weak
sequencing if the communication between any two of the participants in the body is
unidirectional. They may also give rise to so-called orphan messages, that is, messages sent
in one iteration and received in a later iteration. An example of an orphan message can be
seen in Figure 7(a). The second logValues message is sent as part of the first iteration of the
big loop in the choreography of Figure 3. However, it is consumed as part of a second
iteration of the loop. The resulting behavior may be fatal, since the test results obtained by
the doctor (via the DocTrm role) would not be correct.
Situations similar to loops occur if several occurrences of the same collaboration may be
weakly sequenced (e.g. several consecutive sessions of a service).

3.6 Concurrency
Concurrency means that several collaborations are executed independently from one another,
possibly at the same time. We use forks and joins to describe concurrency, and we require
that they are properly nested as in UML Interaction Overview Diagrams.

Concurrent

collaborations are directly realizable as long as they are completely independent (i.e. their
executions do not interfere with each other). This is clearly the case when there is no overlap
among the roles. When a role participates in several concurrent collaborations it must be able
to distinguish messages from the different collaborations. Otherwise, messages belonging to
one collaboration may be consumed within a different collaboration.
In the TeleConsultation example, the virtual receptionist participates in two concurrent
flows, and this indicates that the flows are partially dependent. In this case the receptionist
serves to coordinate the doctor and the patient. Concurrent activities often involve shared
resources for which there is competition that requires coordination. Seen from the patient’s
point of view, the doctors are shared resources and the coordination is performed by the
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receptionist.
Indirect dependencies may also exist through passive shared resources, and shared
information. In this case, appropriate coordination has to be added between the
collaborations, which will normally be service-specific. In [18] and [19] we discussed the
automatic detection of problems due to shared resources between concurrent instances of the
same composite service collaboration. This detection approach makes use of pre- and postconditions associated with collaborations, and could also be used to detect interactions
between concurrent collaborations composed using forks and joins.
In a fork, a preceding flow is followed sequentially by a set of two or more succeeding
flows running concurrently. The opposite takes place in a join; a set of two or more preceding
flows running concurrently is followed sequentially by a single succeeding flow. For each
sequence of collaborations defined by a fork/join, the conditions for (weak/strong)
sequencing explained in Section 3.2 apply. For direct realizability of strong sequencing, all
the collaborations immediately succeeding a fork must be initiated by the role terminating the
collaboration preceding the fork. Similarly, all the collaborations immediately preceding a
join must terminate at the role initiating the collaboration succeeding the join. If this is not
the case, coordination messages may be added before the join/fork to ensure strong
sequencing [11].

3.7 Interruption
We consider here the interruption of a collaboration C by another collaboration Cint that may
become enabled as soon as C is initiated, or when C reaches a certain state. Cint requires a
triggering event to be initiated, normally in the form of a request coming from an external
user or another active agent. In the TeleConsultation service the execution of the external
event end, performed by the patient, results in the interruption of the Waiting collaboration by
the Withdraw collaboration.
As noted in [34], a semantics for cancellation with immediate termination of all activities
in the interrupted process is not directly realizable in a distributed system. Instead, one has to
assume that the cancellation takes some time to propagate to all participants in the interrupted
collaboration, which means that certain activities of the interrupted process may still proceed
for some time after the cancellation has been initiated. For example, a client may send a
request to a server and, shortly after that, decide to send a cancellation message. While this
message is on the way, the server would continue processing the request, and may even send
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a response back to the client before it receives the cancellation message. The client would
then receive an unexpected response message. Similarly, the server would receive a nonexpected cancellation message.
Interruption composition is akin to mixed initiatives where the preempting collaboration
has priority. Interruption implies that resolution behavior must be added. However, with
interruptions the existence of mixed initiatives is clearly visible in the choreography. The
detection is thus easy at the choreography level.

4 Related work on realizability
The realizability of specifications of reactive systems was first studied, in general terms, in
[1]. In the context of MSC-based specifications it was first considered in [4], where the
authors relate the problem of realizability to the notion of implied scenarios. The authors
propose two notions of realizability, depending on whether the realization is required to be
deadlock-free (safe realizability) or not (weak realizability). This work was extended in [5] to
consider realizability of bounded HMSCs [3]. Reference [43] extends in turn [5] and provides
some complexity results for a less restrictive class of HMSCs. Realizability of HMSCs with
synchronous communication is considered in [56]. The authors present a technique to detect
implied scenarios from a specification consisting of both positive and negative scenarios. The
realizability notion considered in [5] and [43] does not allow adding data into messages or
adding extra synchronization messages. This is seen as a very restrictive notion of
realizability by some authors, who propose a notion of realizability where additional data can
be incorporated into messages [49] [8] [27]. The authors of [49] study safe realizability, with
additional message contents, of regular (finite state) HMSCs with FIFO channels. This work
is extended in [8], where the authors consider non-FIFO communication, and identify a
subclass of HMSCs, so-called coherent HMSCs, which are safely realizable with additional
message contents. However, checking whether an HMSC is coherent is in general hard.
Reference [27] discusses two classes of unbounded HMSCs. They claim that so-called local-

choice HMSCs are always safely realizable with additional message contents10. A subclass of
local-choice HMSCs that are safely realizable without additional message contents was
studied in [30].
Other authors have studied conditions for realizability of Compositional MSCs [47] and

10

Although their claim is true, the authors do not explain the proper format of message contents, as we discussed in Section 3.3.3
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pathologies in HMSCs [9][31] and UML sequence diagrams [7] that prevent their realization.
None of these works discusses the nature of the realization problems.
More recently, much work has been done on the realizability of behavior specifications
written in the Choreography Description Language (CDL) developed for Web Services by
the W3C consortium. This language essentially defines in which order message exchanges
and local actions occur in the global context. Formalizations of this language in terms of
process algebras or Petri nets have been proposed. In all this work, the question of
realizability is considered in a manner very similar to what is in this paper: from the global
choreography specification, local behaviors for each participating role are obtained by
projection, which leads to what we called the directly realized system in Section 3.1.1; then
the behavior of this distributed system is compared with the behavior of the original
choreography using some appropriate conformance relation, which in most cases is trace
equivalence with stuck-freeness, as discussed in Section 3.1.2.
The authors of [55] use the Chor process algebra [52] to formalize CDL behavior
descriptions and use the process algebra FSP [44] for defining the role behaviors (which
requires some translation from Chor to FSP). Then the LTSA toolbox, associated with FSP,
is used to check the consistency of the obtained role behaviors. This paper, like most of the
other papers that deal with CDL, only considers rendezvous communication between the
different roles, since this is the model used by CDL. This means that the issues of weak
sequencing and races, as discussed in this paper, are not dealt with, since they cannot occur in
the context of rendezvous communication.
A very similar approach is described in [23], where variations of Petri nets are used for the
formalization of CDL and the local role behaviors. The work in [42] considers rendezvous
communication (synchronous communication) and asynchronous message passing. However,
the behavior descriptions are limited to finite state machine models which do not allow for
directly modeling concurrency and hierarchical descriptions, as discussed in this paper. The
work in [13] also considers asynchronous communication and allows for overtaking of
messages. This paper considers that each role has a local message pool, similar to [46] and
[47], where received messages are stored until the local role is ready for its consumption.

5 Conclusions and Applications
In Sections 1 and 2 we introduced collaborations as a structuring framework for
compositional modeling of the global behavior of distributed reactive services. We have
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demonstrated how choreographies of collaborations defined using activity diagrams can be
used for service specification at a higher level than interactions and at the same time help to
identify and address realization problems. To our best knowledge we are able to identify all
the realization problems that have been reported in the literature. Many of them can be
identified at the level of the choreography without needing to consider the detailed
interactions of the collaborations that are “choreographed“.
A range of techniques proposed in the literature are able to determine whether there exists a
realizability problem in a specification and to eventually show the consequences of such
problem. They fail, however, to determine the nature or cause of that problem. We believe
that having a clear understanding of the actual nature of realizability problems is essential,
not only to adopt the most appropriate resolution when they are detected, but also to avoid
them in the first place. This has motivated us to investigate, for each possible way of ordering
collaborations in a choreography, the realizability problems that may arise and the underlying
reasons leading to them.
We believe that our rules for detecting realizability problems, for cases of possibly longer
sequences of collaborations, are complete in the sense that any realizability problem in such
collaborations will be detected by our rules. More formal proofs of the propositions in this
paper are provided in [21].
The results of this paper can be used in different contexts, such as the followings:
•

Detection of realizability problems: This can be carried out at different levels of
automation. As defined in this paper, the rules may be used as a checklist for
identifying realizability problems in given choreography specifications. An
automated tool for analyzing a given choreography may be implemented based on
the algorithms proposed in [17].

•

Transformation

into

realizable

choreography

specifications:

Once

some

realizability problem has been identified, one is usually interested in modifying the
specification in order to avoid the problem. Many possible ways to resolve such
problems are described in this paper for the different situations that may occur. This
is more difficult to automate because some of the proposed modifications imply
changes to the behavior of the specifications which must be validated against the
user.
•

Transformation into a set of provably correct local role behaviors: As the final step
in the design of collaborative services, one is usually interested in finding a set of
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local role behaviors that have the property that their joint execution will lead to an
overall system behavior that conforms to the choreography specification. As we
discussed in this paper, this problem becomes trivial if the choreography
specification is directly realizable. In other situations, a solution can often be found
by introducing certain coordination messages, as discussed in the paper. Like for
the first point above, one may envision different levels of automation: one may use
the results of this paper as a set of rules about how to obtain correct role behaviors –
providing solutions in many cases. An automated tool for this purpose was also
developed [41]; however, it implements the algorithms described in [12] which are
limited to so-called well-structured choreographies.
Several case studies have been carried out to validate the approach proposed in this paper.
The most comprehensive of these studies deals with train control and train handover in the
new European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS). The standards documents for
ERTMS specify the behavior rather informally using text and fragments of sequence
diagrams. We first encapsulated the sequence diagrams in collaborations and then developed
several global choreographies that covered different roles and interfaces. Several cases of
potential races due to weak sequencing could be identified directly in the choreography, by
considering the initiating and terminating roles. None of these turned out to be problematic
because the underlying communication medium conserves the message ordering. The
choreographies were elaborated gradually towards a complete definition of the global
behavior for the control of one train. In the end, it was necessary to use UML streaming flows
and streaming pins to handle all the event orderings and inherent concurrency of the problem.
Thus streaming flows seem to be a necessary addition to the descriptive formalism
considered in this paper. In order to check whether all problems were detected by the
application of our rules, the resulting models were transformed into a more detailed form for
model checking using the ARCTIS tool [38]. No new problems were uncovered. Finally we
applied the direct realization principle to derive a local behavior for each component as
explained in [35] and [36].
In another case study the choreography of a city guide system was developed, see [36].
Here we studied the problem of localizing flows and control nodes (merges, choices, forks
and joins) in more detail, as well as the mapping to the component behaviors.
In any of these studies, we have not found any counter-example that would invalidate the
propositions in this paper.
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